
PREMIER INN PEST ANALYSIS

Political: With regards to governmental influences; corporation tax has decreased over the last few years to see a rise in
profits. (HMRC, ).

They are also expanding their outreach across the globe by establishing their hotels in Dubai and India. Rating
of Budget Hotels As shown in the graph above Premier Inn is rated as high class and well managed budget
hotel around the world. Oxygen Mintel, Appendix 09 â€” Leisure habits The theme parks market has grown
by 2. The company serves around 17 million customers every year. This had a direct effect upon the policies
of the businesses especially hotels management. On the website is possible to identify under terms and
conditions on item 3. What does They keep devising a more committed strategy across these areas. Reducing
energy and water usage, offering To sustain and grow the business, they must develop ideas and plans to
combat the changing market and stimulate new demand. Suppose you are about to obtain your Bachelor
Degree and start looking for a job. Offer applies to minimum of 3 nights. They hold regular Focus Group
meeting to explore thought and feelings of customers. Also the website of travel agencies will also feature this
offer. The current administration under President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo is aiming for a more rapid growth
in the coming years. The booking will have to be made 15 days in advance or more. Travelodge operates more
than hotels with over 37, rooms located in major cities and regional centres in the UK; 11 hotels in Ireland and
four hotels in Spain. The sales rose Assignment 2 - Report Premier Inn 5  Revenue per available performance
grew by 2. Sometimes two additional factors, environmental and legal, will be added to make a PESTEL
analysis, but these themes can easily be subsumed in the others. Its weakness lies in the cutting frills the
well-off tourist looks for in a comfortable hotel stay, but while the hotel chain does away with the Class A and
B tourist, it has opened a flashflood of markets from the C and D category. Also, we will be link into dreams
with our partner or family and friends and enjoy a shared dream experience. BBC, June 16 [Online].
OxygenMintel, February [Online]. Travelodge is on its way to leading the budget hotel chain with pricing
strategy and website technology. It included a table that compared Travelodge prices with those of Premier
Inn. Guardian, May 08, [Online]. Montana, â€” Appendix 06 Economic - The company has reported revpar
had improved after a year when previously Factors: it had 7. The number of trips taken by Britons overseas
has declined by 


